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Breeding Season of 2016/2017
The new breeding season has begun and it has been mostly positive so far considering the drought. In
the last two weeks, 28 nests around the APNR have been checked. Nine of these contained some new
lining and three are already fully lined. The Karan Khaya group have initiated nesting early and two
eggs were found on 16 October.
A few of the nest boxes are showing some wear but they will be repaired in the next few weeks. New
nest sites are being investigated for Hull and Jejane nests. The Hull tree has become slightly unstable
from elephant damage while the Jejane nest is still completely unused, possibly because of the noise
created by a wind pump close by. Rattray and Nyarini nests are broken and will not be replaced.
Rattray nest occurs in Senalala group’s home range who already has a preferred nest box, and Nyarini
nest has remained unused, with the group occupying a natural nest over the Olifants river.

Figure 1. Karan Khaya eggs in nest.
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Figure 2. Jejane nest location next to wind pump and Copenhagen nest floor failure.
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A Loss of Natural Nests
The tough times in the bush have taken their toll on the trees. The Lornay/Naylor and the Giraffe
natural nests on the Timbavati are unfortunately no longer. A combination of wood borers, strong
winds and elephants proved too much for these trees. Both of these nests were used so they will be
replaced with nest boxes as soon as possible. New locations for these box nests have already been
found and should be up in time for the Hornbills to use.

Figure 3. Lornay/Naylor and Giraffe natural nests destroyed.
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New Nest Success
An artificial nest put up on Tawane in the beginning of the year by Kate and Cassie has been fully lined
by the birds in its first season. This nest was put up because the old nest on Rhino Road became
inaccessible due to a broken vine that was used to climb the tree. The Rhino Road nest is still in good
condition and the birds may still use it in the future. We will be observing the Tawane nest closely for
eggs.

Figure 4. New Tawane artificial nest and its contents.
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